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1298. Stambler, Irwin. Encyclopedia of Pop, Rock & Soul. rev. ed. New York, St. Martin's Press, 
1989. 881p. illus. $35.00. MLl02.P66S8. 784.5'0092'2. LC 88-29860. ISBN 0-312-02573-4. 
This second edition of Stambler's work updates and adds to the excellent biographical essays that 
appeared in the first edition (see ARBA 76, entry 1030). Over 500 entries aim "to reflect all of the 
pivotal influences in the evolution of today's popular music spectrum" (p. ix) by focusing on superstars 
and groups, both representative and influential. Alphabetically arranged entries (averaging 800 to 1,000 
words) give birth date and place of all individuals and biographical essays (including interview quota-
tions) with often only selective discographies. Length of entry seems to coincide with importance, but it 
is hard to accept five and a half columns on Abba and nearly four on Be Bop Deluxe while Jackson 
Browne gets only two and the Beatles not quite six (although individual members of the Beatles do have 
;.,,..,.,r,~t" entries). ,Notable exclusions include America, John Hiatt, and REM. For substantial overviews 
major artists, however, Stambler's work surpasses the shorter but more numerous entries of Mike 
The Harmony Illustrated Encyclopedia of Rock (see ARBA 87, entry 1268) and The Rolling 
Encyclopedia of Rock and Roll (Summit, 1983) (which does include complete discographies), as 
as the broader chronological coverage of Donald Clarke's The Penguin Encyclopedia of Popular 
(Viking, 1989). [R: LJ, 15 Feb 89, p. 156; RBB, 15 June 89, pp. 1802-03] -ROBERT AKEN 
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